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Abstract: This paper presents research and development of an adaptive web-based system called
Explor@ Advisory Agent capable of tailoring advice to the individual student’s needs, actions and
reactions towards pedagogical events as well as according to diagnosis of content acquisition.
Explor@ Advisory Agent consists of two sub-systems, the Advice Editor and the Student Advisor.
The Editor allows course designers to enter the instructional structure as well as the content
structure in form of a hierarchical tree, tagging corresponding pages, as well as entering rules
(conditions and operations) for how and when advice are to appear. The Student Advisor displays
the student’s progression through the two structures by indicating what is achieved or completed.
The system traces the student’s progression according to knowledge acquisition through questions,
questionnaires and results on test, and according to how the student navigates through the
instructional material. In this manner, the student modeling relies on both the overlay and
diagnostic modeling techniques. Future research aims at introducing peer or team collaboration and
assistance by allowing the agent to match learners’ progress by displaying the progression bars, if
the learner chooses to participate.
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Introduction and background
As the number of online courses and number of student registrations increase exponentially, the need for software
tools capable of adapting courses to the individual student’s needs becomes crucial. Student or user modeling is the
basis for adaptive systems. Student modeling is essentially trying to take into account as many traces (data) as
possible about the students behaviour in the system and his hers knowledge status, and then attempt to adapt the
tutoring model and/or the learning environment accordingly (Wenger, 1987, Stauffer, 1996, Tsinakos & Mararitis,
2000; Stephanidis et al., 1998;). Obviously, this is not a simple task, especially not in an open learning environment.
However, hypermedia and Internet technologies can not only trace the path taken by a learner through a set of
hyperlinked pages, but also adapt according to the amount of content learnt by asking questions and then adapt or
propose different paths. Most online courses can be seen as a set of hyperlinked documents of differing format (text,
image, sound and video), where various types of navigation tools are offered in order to guide the student in his
endeavors to acquire knowledge. Brusilovsky (2001) proposes a taxonomy of adaptive hypermedia technologies,
which is helpful in contextualzing the type or types of assistance a web-based course should or could include in
order to adapt to the learner’s need.
One of the classical problems in distance education is the question of providing adequate and individualized
feedback to students, either by machine or human assistance. A plethora of communications applications over the
Internet (email, forum, videoconference) has to a certain degree solved the problem with human assistance, that is
distance education students can now profit from team and group learning, collaborative learning strategies and oneto-one tutoring, both in a synchronous and asynchronous mode (Henri & Lundgren-Cayrol, 2001; Greer et al.,
1998). For distance education, the possibility of providing not only interactivity but also tailored advice to
individual learners or groups of learners has become a reality.
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The main purpose of adaptive systems is to, on one hand, diminish tutors’ workload by automating assistance, and
on the other hand to provide adapted and immediate feedback or advice according to each learner’s behavior and
knowledge. To develop adaptive hypermedia systems, it is helpful to differentiate between knowledge acquisition
and navigation assistance (Conati et al., 1997; Asnicar, 1997). As for knowledge acquisition, the Intelligent tutoring
Systems has served as a model for many learner adaptive systems (Wenger, 1987; Johnson, 2000; Conati & Van
Lehn, 2001, Virvou & Moundridou, 2000; Nakabayashi et al., 1997, Weber, 1997), essentially building on the idea
that the “tutor” guides the student through some course material by either posing questions, correcting mistakes or
giving explanations according to a preconceived scheme attempting to let the student find possible answers or
solutions to a problem. The main concern is to keep the student cognitively active. These type of systems can be
found in the ITS literature and goes back to the early 70 ths (Wenger, 1987; Paquette & Bergeron, 1989; Marcos et al,
1990; Anderson et al, 1995).
The year 1996 is seen as the turning point for adaptive hypermedia systems because of the explosion of WEB
applications, number of users, that goes far beyond previous multimedia productions, and also because the number
of research projects and theses focused on new technologies providing a whole new area of research (Brusilovski,
2001). Further, he points out that these new research projects were in fact real world systems or “research systems
developed for real world settings” (p. 89). Within his classification system the Explor@ Advisory System can be
seen as an Adaptive Recommendation System in a closed corpus, where the recommendations or advice adapts to
the learner’s need by tracing user data (characteristics), usage data (path taken in the system) and environmental data
(system data) (Kobsa et al. (1999).
This paper briefly describes the Explor@ Virtual Campus and the Explor@ Advisory System (Paquette et al, 1996),
its architecture and components, followed by some examples of its integration into different types of learning
environments.

The Course Environment – The Explor@ Virtual Campus
Since 1992, LICEF research centre has been researching and developing prototypes of the Explor@ Virtual Campus,
where many of the features have been transposed to courses at the Télé-université (Paquette, 1995; Paquette et al.,
1995; Paquette et al. 1996; Paquette, 1997; Paquette et al, 1997; Lundgren-Cayrol & De la Teja, 1998; Dufresne, A
& Paquette, G, 2000). Evolving from an intranet prototype to a server residing system, Explor@ Virtual Campus
now counts not only university applications, but also professional training courses.
Most WEB-based courses can be described as a set of hyper linked pages organized according to some principle
coupled with some navigational assistance, but usually lacking any kind of individual adaptation capacity. The
organizing principle could be the instructional structure, the content structure, a set of competencies or a set of
resources needed to carry out some learning task. In the Explor@ Campus courses, via the Explor@ Resource
Navigator, a student can access a course from multiple points of view, namely by navigating through the course
using the course site, through the tree-structure and by accessing course resources directly from spaces in the
Resource Navigator. Figure 1 shows a typical Explor@ learning environment, where the course site can be seen in
the background, on the bottom left the Resource Navigator with its five spaces: self-management, information
production, collaboration and assistance. The progression bar can be seen in the upper right corner, and below it, the
advice window for this particular page.
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Figure 1 The Explor@ Course Environment with Course site and the Explor@ Resource Navigator.
The Advisory Agent operates in three of the spaces, the self-management space by providing the learner with a
progression bar, in the collaborative space by allowing a student to view other students’ progression bars and to
contact peers, in the assistance space by displaying context-specific advice.

The Advisory Agent
The Architecture
The Explor@ Advisory Agent is one of the agents in the Explor@ Virtual Campus consisting of an Advice Editor
and a Student Advisor available through the Internet. The editor allows course designers to insert both content and
task specific advice into a web-based course. The underlying student model is based on the learner’s progression
through a set of instructional events (instructional structure) and the content (cognitive structure). The student model
relies on traces captured by the system both according to the overlay and diagnostic modeling techniques.
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Figure 2. Architecture and components of the Explor@ Advisory Agent
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According to the MISA Instructional Design Method (Paquette, in press) the instructional learning events and the
content is modeled via a graphical tool called MOT. These models can be of four kinds: procedural, conceptual,
prescriptive or hybrid (processes and methods). The models also include links that determine the relationship
between two or more knowledge units or instructional events and its resources. The models are similar to conceptual
maps. Using the Advisory Editor, these models can be imported and automatically translated into tree-structures
with nodes, sub-nodes and leafs.
The progression bar reflects the learners progression in the two structures according to the weight of importance and
the progression mode. The progression can be programmed according to four modes described in Table 1. Each
node or sub-node has its corresponding progression bar and weight of importance. The weight of importance reflects
the weight (%) that a node has on its main-node, a leaf has on its sub-node. For example, the course X has 4
modules, where modules 1, 3, and 4 is worth 90% of the course, and module 2 is worth 10%. The agent takes into
account the weight of importance given to a node, sub-node or leaf when calculating the length of the bar. These two
rules determine the progression state in the structures.
Type of progression
Sequential mode

Rule
Sub-nodes or leafs have to be carried out in a
sequential manner for the node to be considered
completed.

Example
The learner must complete Module 1 before Module
2 or activity 1.1 before activity 1.2.

Modular mode

Sub-nodes or leafs can be carried out in any order,
but each must be fully completed before the bar
shows the state of the progression according to
weight.

Parallel mode

Sub-nodes or leafs can be carried out in any order,
the agent calculates the average of completion and
weight, and then adjusts the bar accordingly.
Only some of the sub-nodes or leafs must be
completed for the bar at the node level to insert the
completion state.

Activity 1.1, 1.2 or 1.3 can be completed in any
order. Activity 1.2 is worth 40% of Module 1, and
Activity 1.3 30%. Activity 1.1 is worth 30%. If
activity 1.2 is carried out in full, the bar moves 40%,
if activity 1.1. it moves 30%.
Activity 1.1 consists of 3 exercises. All exercises
have to be completed. The agent calculates a mean
completion rate according to their respective weight.
Activity 1.1 consists of 3 exercises, the learner only
have to finish one for the activity to be completed.

Optional mode

Table 1. Type of progression mode and corresponding rule
To adapt the progression bar to an individual’s path through the course, the designer can put a time limit on a page.
For example, a student browses through the course site, but the progression bar will not change because the designer
has placed the condition that for the progression bar to indicate completion, the learner has to stay on the page at
least 2 min (see Figure 6 below).
Domain expertise is commonly represented by a conceptual model which is fairly easy to transpose into an
hierarchical tree structure, here called the cognitive structure. Nodes represent main knowledge units, sub-nodes its
sub-concepts and leafs the attributes or facts that define a concept. All domain expertise can not be described by a
conceptual model, and it is the designer’s task to represent it in a way that it can be transposed into a tree-structure.
Each node or leaf can carry a static or dynamic advice. Since a leaf represents the smallest knowledge unit which
can quite easily be diagnosed, this is where the diagnostic question feature is made available in the editor.
Pedagogical expertise is represented by a procedural model, called the instructional structure. In this model, the
nodes represent main events, sub-nodes the activities within a learning event, and the leafs represents the tasks to
carry out to complete an activity. It is organized according to what is perceived by the course designer to be the most
effective and efficient way of learning some course material.
Another angle of the student modeling technique available in the Explor@ Advisory Agent is the self-monitoring
feature. The learner manages his own learning progress by deciding whether the agent’s diagnosis is accurate by
modifying the progression bar to the perceived level of performance in the two structures. The agent takes this
information into account and adapts advice accordingly. Advice are appearing according to a rule based “if … then”
system explained in Table 1. In distance education, this feature is essential in order to encourage learners to become
self-directed and to take on responsibility for their own learning (Bull, 1997; Ruelland, 2000).
Briefly, the student model takes into account the following traces (data):
The learner profile (group, email, name, entering and leaving time)
The learner’s navigation path in the structures (instructional and cognitive)
The resources used (templates, applications and documents of all formats)
Length of time spent on a page
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Response to questions
Modification of the progression bar during learning sessions
Table 2 . The type of advice, student modeling method, the designer’s task and the learner view.
Type of advice
Dynamic
If condition X (action or
set of actions) then
action Y

Method
Overlay

Designer’s task
For each sub-node or leaf in the structures:
Identify location (URL)
Identify conditions
Compose advice message

Learner view
Pop-up advice

Diagnostic

For each leaf, where diagnosis is desired:
Identify location (URL)
Compose questions
Compose answer categories
Compose the message of the advice according to each
answer
For each answer category:
Identify conditions
Compose answer

Questions
followed by
tailored advice

Self-monitoring

Static
If on page X then set of
advice X

Assistance space
in the Resource
Navigator

Identify type of progression
Identify weight of importance
Define type of manipulation (tutor/learner)
Identify which pages (URLs) the advice should appear
on
Compose context specific advice.

Progression bar

Advice on demand

The Advice Editor
The Editor has gone from being a rather complicated programming interface to an easy “fill-in form” (see Figure 3
and 4). The course designer is asked to enter the instructional tree structure consisting of nodes (e.g., course
modules/principal knowledge unit), sub-nodes (e.g., activity level) and leafs (e.g., task level). Nodes and leafs can
be added, deleted or edited at any point.
For each node the course designer enters the title of the node, the abbreviation, the URL, the weight of importance
(%) and the type of progression, as explained in Table 1. The designer then decides whether s/he wants to insert a
contextual advice, which will appear in the Student Advisor. At the leaf level, the designer enters the above
parameters plus decides whether or not to include the self-monitoring feature, that is whether the student will be
permitted to manipulate the bar or not, and for how long a student has to stay on the page in order to display pop-up
advice or diagnostic questions.

Figure 3 The node editor is shown on the left, and on the right the editor of leaf parameters.
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Figure 4 shows the diagnostic question editor, where the designer can enters the questions, answer categories,
responses and conditions.

Figure 4 The Question editor
When the designer has finished entering the static and dynamic advice, the editor can be put in a validation mode,
which is the simulation of what the learner will experience once the course is online. The user can switch from
validation to editing mode in order to modify and verify the advisory system, until satisfied. This feature has proven
very helpful to course designers to determine whether advice really are inserted at the right place and whether there
are enough or too many advice, before the course is online.
The Student Advisor
As mentioned beforehand, the student advisor is actually present in three ways :
1. By displaying diagnostic questions and pop-up advice at appropriate while navigating in the course site
2. By making available contextual advice in the Assistance space in the Resource Navigator.
3. By displaying the progress bar for the two structures in the Self-management space
The following pictures illustrate the different types of advice provided by the Student Advisor. They are taken from
different learning environments, where the Explor@ Advisory Agent has been implanted. Figure 5 shows how
diagnostic questions are displayed.

Figure 5 Question with multiple choice with two possible answer categories (right or wrong)
Figure 6 displays the progression bar of the instructional structure in an academic course. The checkmark indicates
whether the student agrees with the Advisor’s evaluation the progress. By highlighting a node or a leaf and then
clicking the right mouse button the student can go directly to the corresponding URL to validate its correctness or
ask for corresponding advice.
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Figure 6 Progression bar in an academic course.
The picture below shows 3 contextual advice for a specific page in a course. Since the third advice is highlighted its
message is displayed in the window to the right. On screen, the student can also see the page, but because of lack of
space it is not included here.

Figure 7 Contextual advice

Conclusions
Since 1998, the Advisory Agent has been refined and implemented in several on-line courses and training situations.
The first working prototype was the Job Search Advisor (Paquette et al., 1998), which was implanted in several
academic courses at the Télé-université. Some of theses implementations have been described elsewhere. You can
read about the CVAC (Virtual Center for Continuous Learning), an application that was developed for three
professional orders (de la Teja et al, 2000; Damphousse, 2000). Another example is a course on the “Exploitation
Code” for linesmen, where the Advisor Agent was implemented in the form of self-diagnostic tests (Damphousse,
2001).
The next step in the endeavours to refine the Explor@ Advisory Agent is to expand its collaborative capacities and
to adapt it to all the actors (tutors, designers and managers) in the Explor@ Virtual Campus. The collaborative
features aim matching students by tracing the structures and then to program the agent so that it can communicate
whether and when help is needed.
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